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PARTNER WITH THE RIGHT PEOPLE

To learn more about Ricoh Managed 

Services and how we can help you identify 

and address opportunities to enhance your 

organization’s document management, 

contact us at 1-866-246-4442 or email us at 

managedservices@ricoh.ca

Maximize data integrity, minimize risk 

Integrity is the foundation for any legal system. As a result, 

evidence for litigation must remain uncompromised — even 

when it’s in electronic form on desktops, laptops, mobile 

devices and social media. 

Millions of dollars are potentially at stake. Compromised 

evidence may be inadmissible in court, which can directly affect 

the outcome of litigation. Unfortunately, few organizations have 

the capability to handle a key component of the eDiscovery 

process – data forensics. They lack the data forensics process 

management skills, the personnel, the financial resources or the 

advanced technology to manage this enormous task alone. 

RICOH® offers data forensics solutions to help ensure you’re 

protected as we identify and collect electronically stored 

information (ESI) with speed and reliability. We simplify the 

process, so you can concentrate on your core tasks. Ricoh’s 

experienced Data Forensics Solutions team is certified and 

uses state-of-the-art technology, forensically sound tools and 

proven procedures to help clients navigate every step of the 

discovery and ESI investigative lifecycle — including tracking and 

accountability — for low cost and minimal risk. 

How do you manage and protect 
electronically stored information from 
desktops, workstations, laptops and 
social media? 

Are you concerned about sanctions and 
liability risks for mismanaging electronic 
evidence?

Most organizations do not have the 
in-house resources and management 
know-how to affordably conduct a 
forensic analysis of electronically stored 
information (ESI).



Consult with the experts 
Turn to Ricoh for consultation that ensures fast, reliable, 

comprehensive and defensible data forensics for the collection of 

ESI. Our Data Forensics Solutions combine with Ricoh Forensics to 

offer more than 60 years of experience serving corporate, legal 

and professional organizations along with a proven legacy of 

innovative technology and support. Ricoh Forensics is an industry 

leader, and your trusted advisor, with teams skilled in performing 

digital investigations.

Discover a defensible, proven way to collect data
Ricoh offers customizable ESI collection and management options 

to accommodate every client’s specific requirements, including: 

- A forensic remote data collection tool – Remlox™

- Onsite forensics experts

- Remote online collection and

- Remote collection at a certified Ricoh data forensics facility 

The Remlox remote collection tool is an inexpensive and defensible 

method for acquiring ESI on hard drives with a documented chain 

of custody. Ricoh deploys the solution directly to client sites, which 

eliminates the need for expensive on-site forensics collection. With 

Remlox, users can complete a sector-by-sector forensic image 

of a computer’s physical hard drive. Some clients even use it to 

create forensic images of laptops of former employees, before they 

redeploy it to new employees. The tool can be deployed quickly 

and uses encrypted hard drives to protect ESI while in transit to a 

secure Ricoh facility. 

Take advantage of customized, comprehensive services
Ricoh Data Forensics Solutions are just the beginning. Ricoh offers 

best-in-class technologies that provide customized support through 

the entire ESI discovery process, including every element in the 

Electronic Discovery Reference Model (EDRM). We offer a wide 

range of services, including:  

-  eDiscovery planning and site assessments

- Spoilation examinations

-  Recreation of computer and Internet use

- Encryption bypass

- ESI search and filtering

- Deleted file recovery

-  Intellectual property theft anaylsis

- Expert witness testimony

- Mobile lab services

Ricoh Data Forensics Solutions

REMLOX™ REMOTE ESI
COLLECTION TOOL

• QUICK DEPLOYMENT
• COST EFFECTIVE
• FORENSICALLY SOUND

REMOTE CONNECTION
TO CLIENT HARDWARE

• FILTERING AND REVIEW
• ANALYSIS

• PREPARATION OF DATA

eDISCOVERY PROCESS
ESI DISCOVERY OPTIONS

RICOH EXPERT
TESTIMONYON-SITE

FORENSIC EXPERTS
REMOTE COLLECTION

AT A CERTIFIED RICOH 
DATA FORENSICS FACILITY

LEGAL CONSULTATION TO LAWYERS
THROUGH DISCOVERY, LITIGATION SUPPORT AND 
EXPERT WITNESS TESTIMONY
• CIVIL AND CRIMINAL DISPUTES
• CORPORATE/EMPLOYEE INVESTIGATIONS

EXPERT CONSULTATION
TO IDENTIFY 

TARGETED DATA

ESI DELIVERY

Ricoh Data Forensics Solutions manages the entire ESI identification, data collection and management process to help ensure your organization is 
prepared for pending litigation. 
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